FLARE NUT RATCHETING WRENCHES

11 PIECE SET -- SKU 69970
INCLUDES 3/8" TO 1" WRENCHES

What The Pros Use.
**Flare Nut Ratcheting Wrenches**

- **Non-reflective black oxide finish** for use where non-plated products are required.

- **12-point flare nut box end** allows for fine indexing allowing for speed and greater access.

- **Slim profile** allows for easy access in tight spaces.

- **Versatile design** can be used on 6 and 12 point tube fittings, hydraulic lines, fasteners, valves and compression fittings.

- **Meets and exceeds ANSI specifications.**

- Carbon steel jaws snap open, then close around the fastener.

- Opening the pivoting head allows the wrench to reach around connected pipes to access the fastener.

- Ratcheting jaw allows you to advance the flare nut without removing the wrench from the fastener.
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